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Gee Logic releases iPoker! 1.01 for iPhone and iPod touch
Published on 01/07/10
Gee Logic Software has announced iPoker! 1.01 for iPhone and iPod touch devices. iPoker!
turns your iPhone or iPod touch into a deck of high-quality poker cards. It uses many of
the iPhone features like accelerometers and gestures support. Powered by our sophisticated
Shuffle Engine, shake to shuffle, swipe left or right to transverse the playing cards,
double tap to show card count on the bottom left corner, double tap again to make it go
away.
Hong Kong - Gee Logic Software Co., LTD is proud to announce iPoker! 1.01 for iPhone and
iPod touch devices. Ever wanted to turn your iPhone or iPod touch into a deck of
high-quality poker cards? Well, there is an app for that! iPoker! is a fun, novelty app.
It turns your iPhone / iPod touch into a deck of high-quality poker cards.
iPoker! uses many of the iPhone features like accelerometers and gestures support. Powered
by our sophisticated Shuffle Engine, shake to shuffle, swipe left or right to transverse
the playing cards, double tap to show card count on the bottom left corner, double tap
again to make it go away.
Play with your friends, see who has the highest rank card after shuffle, guess if the next
card is even or odd, do whatever you could with a deck of real poker cards! iPoker can do
them all! With realistic sound effects, and beautiful, high-quality poker cards, it just
invites you to come back for more!
As with all of our products, we are committed to keep updating iPoker! so that it will
always delivers the best user experience possible. A new app icon is already in the work,
and more realistic sound effects as well as other gestures like double taps to bring in
other functions.
Feature Highlights:
* A complete set of high quality poker cards
* Shuffle Engine
* Gestures support
* Accelerometers support
* Sound effects
Device Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod Touch 3.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
iPoker! 1.01 is only $0.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store
in the Entertainment category.
Gee Logic Software:
http://www.geelogic.com
iPoker! 1.01:
http://www.geelogic.com/en/iPoker.html
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=347809236&mt=8
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Gee Logic Software Co., LTD is an independent, primer software development house. We are
located and incorporated in Hong Kong, the center of telecommunications in Asia. As the
mobile penetration rate continuously increases throughout the world, we strongly believe
that the demand of quality software in such mobile platform will increase as well. It is
with this belief that we decided it will be the direction we focus on. We are currently
concentrating all of our development effort on Apple's iPhone/iPod touch platform. Our
debut title, Video Poker: Jacks or Better is now available to millions of iPhone users
throughout the world! We strive to deliver the best user experience possible, and take
pride in shipping a quality software product. Copyright (C) 2009 Gee Logic Software Co.,
LTD. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks
of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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